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Abstract 

This paper analyses the floor vibration behavior of typical car park structures made of steel -

concrete composite decks. Two configurations are chosen amongst the most common on the 

European market and compared from the static and dynamic point of view. Beside a modal 

analysis made with different mass assumptions, time-history analysis are performed under 

realistic load cases with vehicle loading the deck at different speeds to test the realistic struc-

tural response. 

The results show that standard steel-composite decks reasonably comply with acceptance cri-

teria given in the literature. It is interesting to notice as different configurations with same 

static design may present significant differences in respect to the dynamic response. 

Keywords: Floor vibration, dynamic acceptation criteria, steel-concrete composite structure, 

car park. 

1 STEEL FRAMED CAR PARK STRUCTURES 

1.1 Introduction and market overview 

One of the major objectives of modern traffic planning is to reduce, as much as possible, 

the use of private transport in densely populated areas. Parking facilities located in the sub-

urbs, having optimal connections with the public transport network (so called Park and Ride) 

are necessary prerequisites for this purpose. In this view open over ground car parks are gain-

ing more and more relevance in dense urban areas as well as in medium cities, as the need to-

wards improved mobility form is becoming more urgent.  
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Figure 1: External views of typical steel framed open car park structures. 

Car Parks structure are therefore over ground or underground buildings providing parking 

facilities. From the Fire Safety Approach point of view, these buildings are classified either 

Open or Closed Car Parks – and this distinction has relevant consequences in the structural 

design. Open refers to the requirement that such buildings must provide sufficient natural ven-

tilation through permanent openings along the façades so to exclude the occurrence of a gen-

eralized fire embracing the whole compartment. In this case only localized fire scenarios can 

be applied, which by mean of an adequate Natural Fire Safety approach lead to reasonable 

requirements for the fire design the structural elements [5]. The requirement to classify a Car 

Park as opens slightly different from country to country but is typically expressed as minimal 

ratio of permanent façade openings on built surface [2]. 

In most European countries this kind of buildings are realized by means of steel-framed 

structures when they are classified as open. This choice is based both on economical as well 

as on architectural aspects, since it is appreciated the possibility to avoid obstacles between 

parking lots which affect the functionality of the building. This leads to rather considerable 

main spans – usually from 16 up to 18 meters [7]. 

When the requirement concerning sufficient natural ventilation is not fulfilled, the Car 

Park is conversely classified as closed. This is typically the case for the car parks which are 

built under ground or below other buildings. One first important difference from the open 

overground car parks is that the structural grid is oven linked with constraint from the upper 

levels, from walls or stiffening systems as well as from the choice of the retaining walls. This 

fact in general limits the designer in the choice of an optimal structural grid and in the general 

case leads to significant shorter free spans (typically main spans about 8m, like the buildings 

on top) where the benefits of steel framed structures are less relevant. 

Figure 2: Internal views of typical steel framed open car park structures. 
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The second reason is that Natural Fire Safety Concept is nowadays established in Europe 

for Open Car Parks which leads to unprotected steel structures therefore sparing the signifi-

cant cost of fire protection. In the case of closed car parks the limited natural ventilation 

linked with the interactions with other structures makes the task more complicated. For this 

reason the conservative Prescriptive Fire Safety Approach based on ISO834 heating curve is 

adopted leading to severe requirements for 60, 90 or even 120 minutes. This prescriptive re-

quirements may hardly affect the cost competitiveness of steel structures [5]. 

These two reasons are the main causes to explain why modern Open Car Parks are today a 

domain of steel framed structures, whereas conversely closed underground car parks remain 

the domain of traditional prestressed or reinforced concrete typology. In the scope of this pa-

per will consider the first case, so standard steel framed car parks conceived for external 

building so in view of an optimized grid in view of architectural, functionality and structural 

requirements. 

1.2 Floor vibration – Situation and scope of this paper 

As every long-span slender floor, steel-concrete decks for car parks are exposed to the risk 

of vibration [1], [3], [8], [9], [10]. The complexity in the case of car parks is that two kind of 

loadings are present: human and vehicular. But beside this structural consideration, the expe-

rience shows that floor vibration is not an issue for car parks: in fact visitors are just shortly 

crossing by feet the lanes so floor vibration won’t disturb them significantly, and once they 

are in the car they are well isolated from the floor vibrations. For this reason typically no ser-

viceability requirements concerning deflection under live loads is imposed [3]. 

Nevertheless in some literature and design rules there are still some recommendation con-

cerning the limit of eigenfrequencies, for example 3 Hz according [11]. Such prescriptive ap-

proach may in fact result in becoming the main design criteria and therefore affecting the 

competitiveness of the solution. Scope of this paper is to identify a realistic case study, define 

two different relevant structural configurations, and analyze their dynamic behavior under re-

alistic assumptions in order to assess their dynamic behavior in view of human comfort crite-

ria. With the help of this two representative examples we will furthermore evaluate whether 

such frequency limitation criteria are appropriate. 

2 DEFINITION OF A GENERAL RELEVANT CASE STUDY 

2.1 Geometrical layout 

In the scope of this paper we will consider a standard layout of parking lots 5 x 2.5m with a 

central lane of 6m. This bay of 16.0m will be framed by steel construction, so we will consid-

er a span for the secondary beam of 16.5m [5].  

Figure 3: Standard geometrical layout 
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2.2 Structural deck  - Configuration A and B 

In the frame of this example we will consider a composite steel concrete structures accord-

ing Eurocode 4 [6], as they are currently in use since decades for this kind of buildings. Sec-

ondary beams are stock hot rolled sections with headed studs welded on the top flange. The 

use of high steel strength S460 has become a standard for these elements since it permits to 

optimize the steel weight for strength design, whereas deformation under self-weight and 

permanent weight are compensated by adequate cambering (for this kind of structures typical-

ly in the range L / 100 … 120, where L is the span). 

In the scope of this paper two different configurations will be considered and compared. 

Configuration A presents a shallow steel decking with depth 60mm (type Cofraplus 60 [13]) 

made composite with reinforced concrete depth of 70mm on top of the rib for a total depth of 

130mm. The ribs have an center distance of 207mm. The decking is set on top of the beam 

flange and is pre-holed in correspondence of the headed stud location. The beam spacing 

which this slab system covers efficiently is 2.5m – corresponding to 1 parking lot. This typol-

ogy corresponds to the classical steel-concrete composite floors in use since several decades. 

Figure 4: Configuration A (left), pre-holed shallow steel decking posed on top of the beam flange. Configuration 

B (right), deep steel decking set in the depth of the beam. 

Configuration B is an alternative where the main aim is to cover 2 parking spaces instead 

of 1, which results in a beam spacing of 5.0m without propping in the construction stage. This 

is achieved with a deep steel decking of 220mm (type Cofraplus 220 [13]) with 90mm of rein-

forced concrete on top. The deep steel decking cannot be placed on the top of the flange due 

to their height, therefore they are integrated in the secondary beam height by fixing them on 

special supports welded onto it. These supports shoes where the ribs of the decks are support-

ed are called wings. In the final phase, the steel-concrete floor behaves therefore as a ribbed 

deck, with a rib center distance of 750mm. This solution with 5m beam spacing has begun to 

spread in Europe in the ’90 thanks to the introduction of a successful decking – beam connec-

tion system and has afterwards evolved in the shape presented here. 

In table 1 we present the principal data for each configuration presented. Configuration B 

has for sure the advantage to decrease the number of elements and is more efficient in steel 

consumption in the regular car parks bays. Configuration A is more flexible and requires usu-

ally less steel tonnage in the irregular part of the parking (slab ends, ramps, transition to stair-

cases cores). Anyway as it can be seen the total steel consumption is comparable and both 

configurations are fit for use in this application; the choice between the two systems depends 

mainly on the designer and / or the steel contractors habits. 
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Configuration A B 

Span 16.50 16.50 [m] 

Beam spacing 2.50 5.00 [m] 

Secondary beam - cross section IPE A 450 IPE A 550 [ - ] 

Steel grade S460M S460M [ - ] 

Studs - Type and spacing d22/100 - 207 d19/80 - 150 [ - ] 

Steel decking type Cofraplus60 Cofraplus220 [ - ] 

Decking thickness 0.75 1.13 [mm] 

Beam weight 26.88 18.42 [kg / m2] 

Studs weight 0.70 0.29 [kg / m2] 

Wings weight - 0.98 [kg / m2] 

Connection plates / bolts weight 0.54 0.37 [kg / m2] 

Decking weight 8.53 15.14 [kg / m2] 

Total weight - sec. beams + decking 36.64 35.20 [kg / m2] 

Concrete utilization 0.095 0.127 [ m3 / m2 ] 

Table 1: Resume of main structural data for Configuration A and Configuration B 

3 STRUCTURAL MODEL AND MODAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Base structural model  

Self-weight and permanent loads are based on [4]. For the traffic loads we have considered 

§6.3.3 for garages and vehicle traffic areas, category F (Traffic and parking areas for light ve-

hicles <30 kN gross vehicle weight and < 8 seats not including driver) [4] (see Table 2). 

Configuration A B 

G : Self-weight 2.69 3.46 [kN / m2 ] 

P: Permanent loads 1.00 1.00 [kN / m2 ] 

Qk: Design variable loads 2.50 2.50 [kN / m2 ] 

QReal: Realistic variable loads 1.25 1.25 [kN / m2 ] 

Table 2: Surface loads considered for design. 

The design has been made according Eurocode 4 [4] for a simply supported standard com-

posite beam. Freely available tools are available on the net for this kind of application (for 

example ABC edited by ArcelorMittal – CTICM [13]). As expected for this kind of structure, 

the value of the first frequency is between 2 and 3 Hz (see Table 3).  

Configuration A B 

ULS utilization factor 95.6% 96.0% [ - ] 

Pre-cambering foreseen 140 180 [mm] 

First frequency (G + P) 2.71 2.27 [Hz] 

Table 3: Resume of most relevant design results. 
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3.2 Finite Element Model 

A complex Finite Element Model has been built with the software SCIA Engineer [12]. 

For the scope of this study we have considered a portion of a car park structure with a bay of 

20m (corresponding to 8 parking spaces, so 9 beams for configuration A and 5 for Configura-

tion B) by 16.5m in the other direction (corresponding to the span of a simply supported 

beam). The slab is modeled with shell elements, whereas secondary beam and slab ribs re 

modeled by beam elements. It has been paid proper attention that in longitudinal direction 

(=beam direction) only the part of the slab above the dovetail is participating with the ade-

quate offset. In transversal direction the ribs have been added as beam elements attached to 

the shell with an adequate offset. The model is linear concerning material and geometry. 

Figure 5: View of the FE structural model used for Configuration B. 

3.3 Results of the modal analysis 

The modal analysis is run with the model described above where the self-weight of the 

structure is given in table 2. It has been checked that for the load case self-weight and perma-

nent loads (G+P), the first eigenfrequency calculated with the FEM software corresponds to 

the result of the analytical tool (compare Table 3 and table 4 for (G+P)).  

When considering the mass linked with the presence of variable loads, only realistic con-

figurations shall be considered. Therefore we have decided to consider a maximal value 

showed in table 2 but only in the parking lots where the presence of vehicles can expected. 

The realistic surface load corresponds to a vehicle of 1600 kg, which approximates the aver-

age vehicle weight in European countries, spread of a standard parking lot of 2.5m x 5m.  

Configuration A B 

G + P 2.71 2.27 

G + P + QReal in every parking space 2.56 2.18 

G + P + QReal in every parking space on one side of the lane 2.63 2.22 

G + P + QReal in every second parking space  2.67 2.25 

G + P + 0.8 * QReal in every parking space 2.59 2.20 

G + P + 1.2 * QReal in every parking space 2.53 2.16 

Table 4: First eigen frequency calculated for different load combinations. 

16.5m 20.0m 

Beam 

Rib

s

Slab 
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Figure 6: First two eigenmodes of the system 

The eigenfrequencies have been afterwards calculated for each system with different 

combinations of parking lots being occupied (see load combinations in Table 4). In the scope 

of a sensitivity analysis, we have also evaluated the case of an exceeding of loading of +/- 

20%, and as it can be seen the variation of the first eigenfrequency remains moderate as the 

main masses are still linked with the self-weight. 

As it could be expected, all relevant modes, independently from the loading combinations 

showed before, are one-wave bending in the sense of the secondary beams (on the 16.5m 

length) and n-wave in transversal direction (mode 1: 1 wave which means all beams upwards 

or downwards together; mode 2: 2 wave in transversal direction, and so on).  

It shall be noted that the first 4 modes are in a range of 1 Hz, which means that the 

transversal stiffness is relatibe small compared to the longitudinal one and it is rather easy to 

uncouple the bending modes of each secondary beam. 

4 TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS 

4.1 Load model considered 

For this study we have considered an axle load running in the middle of the central lane at 

a given speed. The load model is taken directly from [4] and is showed in Figure 7. The total 

load point load (Qk in figure below) has been set equal to 20kN as the recommended upper 

boundary value.  

Figure 7: Loading model considered for the time-history analysis. 

Axle load running 

on the system 

Central beam considered 

for comparison 
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The load has been moving with different speeds chosen in the range from 18 km/h to 

90km/h. The speeds exceeding 20…30 km/h in a parking are rather unprobeable event but are 

considered anyway as a term of comparison to establish an upper bound scenario.  

In the meantime, the parking spaces have been considered full as per the previous simula-

tion in order to achieve the lowest Eigen frequency that the system could possibly express. It 

has to be stressed that this corresponds to a very conservative approach, since an extreme ve-

hicle load of 2tons (so quite unprobeable) is applied compactly on only single axle in a park-

ing where are parking lots are full. 

4.2 Analysis and damping ratio 

The analysis has been run for each given speed for configuration A and B in a space of in a 

time step of 0.02s. The size of the mesh has been reduced to 0.25m so to achieve a good accu-

racy in the results. A damping ratio of 3% has been assumed in the analysis. This value is 

quite conservative as it applies, whereas a significant amount of the mass is given by the mass 

of the vehicles which provide a substantial higher damping ratio according to the literature [3], 

[11], [9]. 

Figure 8: Example of displacement form achieved for a given load position in a dynamic analysis 

4.3 Results - displacements 

In figure 9 and 10 it is shoed the displacement curves of the midspan of the central beam in 

function of the time. The peak displacement corresponds to the moment where the vehicle is 

right above the central beam: this moment occurs in different time of analysis since the speed 

of the vehicle starting from the edge of the parking are different (the quicker the vehicle trav-

els the sooner it will reach the central mid-span of the beam). 
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Figure 9: Configuration A – vertical deformation of central reference beam in function of different speeds. 

 

 

Figure 10: Configuration A – vertical deformation of central reference beam in function of different speeds. 
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Some key results are showed in the table below. It has to be stressed that despite configura-

tion B presents an higher dynamic impact factor, nevertheless the displacement and the ampli-

tude of the vibration is substantially lower (between 35% and 45%) than configuration A. 

 

Configuration A B 

Static displacement 4.2 2.4 [mm] 

Dynamic displacement 4.9mm 2.8 [mm] 

Dynamic impact factor 1.17 1.25 [ - ] 

Table 5: Dynamic impact factor concerning displacement. 

 

4.4 Results - accelerations 

In the assessment of the dynamic behavior of a floor the accelerations are far more im-

portant than the actual displacements. For the assessment of the floor vibration the guide [1], 

[11] will be followed. According the guidelines the root mean square acceleration has been 

calculated based on the calculated vertical values for each speed and each configuration. The 

results have been multiplied by two weighting factors, whereas the base curve for acceptance 

has been multiplied for a factor based on the type of structure considered. 

 

        

Figure 11: Weighting factors used as multiplier of the root mean square acceleration for each load case. 

 

 

Configuration A B 

Wb 0.512 0.436 [ - ] 

Wg 0.800 0.7382 [ - ] 

Base curve multiplying factor 24 24 [ - ] 

Table 6: Factors used based on BS 6472 [1] and [11] 
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Figure 12: Vertical reference acceleration obtained for different speeds for Configuration A and B compared to 

the reference acceptance curve for floor vibration 

 

4.5 Findings from the Time-history analysis 

Figure 12 shows that several points lye below the considered acceptable floor vibration 

curve, whereas by increasing the speed the response of the system may result outside the con-

ventional acceptance criteria. In order to express more clearly the results, the same points of 

Figure 12 have been replotted in Figure 13, but with the speed of the vehicle on the horizontal 

axis and the vertical reference acceleration in the vertical axis. The limits of the acceptance 

criteria have been set corresponding to the frequency of configuration A and configuration B. 

Thanks to this representation we can clearly recognize that the acceptance criteria is satis-

fied for speed up to 22 km/h for Configuration A and up to 52 km/h for Configuration B, even 

under quite conservative assumptions that were taken to obtain these results. For vehicle 

speeds over this limit, the comfort acceptance criteria concerning criteria is not more guaran-

teed. Let’s remind that current speed limitation criteria for cark parks are in the range of 20 

km/h, so it can be considered that floor vibration disturbance can be excluded. 

It is interest to remark that configuration B, despite having significantly lower eigen-

frequencies, behaves consistently better than A under realistic traffic load. Even up to 60 

km/h the vertical acceleration remains quite limited. This is mainly linked with the possibility 

of a larger transversal distribution under point loads. In this view it has to be stressed the im-

portance of the continuity of the transversal ribs (there are systems with discontinuous slab 

ribs – in this case the dynamic behavior may be different due to a less efficient transversal dis-

tribution). 
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Figure 13: Vertical reference acceleration towards Vehicle speed 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

 

It is possible to resume the investigations showed in this paper in mainly three assessments: 

 

• The two case studies considered, which are representative of the common solutions built 

nowadays, shows that steel-framed structures optimized for design strength behaves cor-

rectly also in serviceability limit states and more specifically regarding floor vibration. 

This shall confirm that no further serviceability criteria are needed. 

• The first frequency is not a clear indicator for the dynamic performance of the system 

under traffic load, which is considered the more relevant for car park structure. Therefore 

imposing an arbitrary limit on this does not appear to be appropriate. 

• For the loading considered and under same design assumptions, steel concrete composite 

structure with larger beam spacing (e.g. over two parking lots) and composite slabs with 

continuous ribs behave better from the dynamic point of view than comparable system 

with smaller beam spacing (e.g. over one parking lots). This is mainly due to a better 

load transversal distribution that in the case of localized loads (phenomena already 

known in bridge design). 
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